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Introduction
In 2020, we committed to releasing regular community reporting tracking commitments, metrics and 

updates on diversity, equity and anti-racism. These reports are now also a place for broader community 

updates and ongoing efforts. Here's a look at what we've been working on as Q1 of 2021 draws to a close.



Ongoing Industry Education

Social Climate Alerts

Fohr Advisory Board Digital Summit
In partnership with the Fohr Advisory Board, Fohr hosted a digital summit called Turning Education into 

Action: Working with Black Creators and Influencers. The summit was hosted by our Community Lead, 

Brittany Hennesy, and was a discussion targeting brands around setting up diversity initiatives up for 

success, casting an inclusive campaign without tokenism, negotiating in a high stakes environment and 

how to build mutually beneficial partnerships. 

Unconscious Bias Education 
Fohr published a resource guide around unconscious bias and how that plays out in the influencer 

marketing space. This guide, shared on social and with clients, deconstructs the industry specific 

moments in which bias impacts equity.

Election Guidance to Brands and Influencers
During election week, we advised our clients and influencer community to pause sponsored content in 

order to protect brand safety, avoid negative impact on campaign performance, and ultimately protect 

influencer partners. We encouraged our influencer community to diligently check sources of any 

news-related content. The overall reminder was that with an audience comes a responsibility, and 

preventing the spread of misinformation was our priority.

Response to Insurrection 
In response to the distressing, deplorable riots that took place at the Capitol in January, Fohr developed a 

resource guide of templated emails to help creators navigate communicating content calendar pauses, 

protecting their mental health and required edits to the tone and positioning of content in the weeks that 

followed. The goal was to arm our community with a variety of responses to allow them to protect their own 

mental health and brand safety.  

Trans Awareness Week Education
Trans rights are human rights, and developing a safe environment for expression at Fohr is a non-nego-

tiable.  Fohr developed a content series with helpful reminders on how to best support the Trans Com-

munity, for both brands and influencers. We also updated our products to be more inclusive, allowing 

additional pronoun and gender identity selections during influencer onboarding and profile creation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDwhugxhVVI
https://www.instagram.com/p/CGs2M6wAylp/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CHx8q_IgaDv/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CHLY3TlAsro/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CJ9ulJWA_73/


In Conversation: Donye Taylor and Ernest James
Fohr Advisory members, Donye Taylor and Ernest James when Live on Fohr’s Instagram account to 

discuss the ways in which brands can tap into more diverse talent to ensure a more inclusive industry. 

An honest and much needed conversation.

In Conversation Archel Bernard and Justin Bridges
Fohr Advisory members, Archel Bernard and Justin Bridges hosted an Instagram Live discussing 

how influencers and brands can make embracing diversity and celebrating Black history a 

long-term practice, not only during #BlackHistoryMonth, but all year round.

Dr. Daves Reflection on Black History Month
On February 22 we welcomed back Dr. Daves to lead a conversation around Black History Month. 

Fohr's team attended two hours of conversation, including more intimate breakout sessions to 

discuss perspective, reflections and thinking through our experiences with Black History Month.

The Fohr Culture Club is a new initiative for Fohr in 2021. Culture Club is chiefly responsible for driving 

initiatives that will contribute to long-term excellence, defined by our committee members.

This committee is created to give an opportunity to expand and improve the overall working experience 

at Fohr in quarterly sprints.

Led by a Committee Chair and a supporting Executive Team Member, the committee had been meeting 

twice a month to discuss and implement ideas that will contribute to company improvements through a 

3-month term.

Black History Month

Culture Club

• Cross-team collaboration
• Long-term growth and

expansion of our culture

• Building a team of leaders

• Celebrating one another

Goals Include

• 1-2 employee relations activities

• 1-2 skillset / professional training

• 1-2 internal improvement areas 

For measurement, our goal will be to incorporate
the following in January - April 2021

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLfAdQvjX3A/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLpw5yfgCTg/


October 14
Pricing

November 17
All things holiday 

December 14
All things marketing 
and branding

2020 2021
January 11 
How to use Clubhouse

January 14 
Turning Leads into Clients

February 16
How to be a good campaign partner

February 26
How to turn free product into paid deals

Influencer Partners in 2020
In June of 2020, Fohr committed to including a minimum of 20% of our influencer recommendations 

being new influencers that have not been previously contracted. We are proud to report during 2020 

46% of our influencer partners were new. 

Community Group 
Fohr launched a Facebook Community lead by Brittany Hennesy, to run a bi-weekly education series on 

matters important to our influencer community including:

Pricing Dashboard
Payout data reporting has always been a large part of our monthly Advisory meetings. In an effort to 

increase our ability to analyze the data and make it more broadly accessible to our team, Fohr’s data 

analysts spent two months developing a pricing dashboard which encompasses payouts across all of our 

managed campaigns. 

This is a real-time dashboard that allows our team to view at a glance the makeup of our influencer con-

tracts: by brand, by campaign, by deliverable, and by race. This allows the team to track and understand 

the makeup of our campaigns, ensuring we are always holding ourselves accountable and making repre-

sentation on our campaigns a top priority. 



Ongoing Initiatives
Pricing Document

Developing Influencer pricing resource to help guide Fohr Discovery and AMP users on how to approach 

fair influencer pricing. 

Morality Vetting
Renewing our guidelines around Morality Vetting. Fohr is continuing to gain legal advice to help tighten 

our understanding of morality vetting (that is, what should be considered a flag to either a brand, or an 

influencer when considering the values they align with) As this is a subjective matter, and varies depend-

ing on the context, Fohr is working closely to develop a framework for our internal staff, as well a reviewing 

and updating our influencer contracts to be inclusive of more robust morality clauses. 

Campaign Participants
Addressing any known egregious or offensive acts from campaign participants with a cancellation of 

contracts (Paired with Public Policy).

Campaign Survey
Expanding the rollout of an end of campaign sentiment survey on sentiment of working with Fohr for both 

brands and influencers. 

Career Paths
Advancing our roadmap for staff development. We’ve partnered with our HR consultant to ensure all 

employees have a career path at Fohr for internal promotion through regular growth-driven reviews, train-

ing opportunities, and direct, open-door access to the executive/leadership team. We’re also actively 

recruiting for a full time HR hire this quarter.  

Diverse Applicants
Partnering with third-party organizations to ensure we have a diverse pipeline of potential applicants.



Percentage of Dollars by Race

Percentage of Contracts by Race
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Average payout CPM by Race
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